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KIKA DE LA GARZA, 15TH DISTRICT, TEXAS-------------__
100-1140 21 January 1988 Washington DC
CONGRESS PREPARES TO RECONVENE. The second session of the 100th Congress will
begin its work at Noon on January 25, 1988, and during the evening hours we
will sit in a Joint Session of both House and Senate to hear Ronald Reagan's
final State of the Union address as President. It is my personal hope the
President will engineer a speech that reaffirms the
two branches of government which we saw in action
cooperation between our
during last November's
Congressional-White House budget summit. In this connection, the President I s
FY 1989 budget will be formally transmitted to Congress on the third of February,
and it should echo the two-year, $70+ billion deficit reduction agreement--with
neither surprises nor deviation from the broad budget summit agreement of
November.
The most important unfinished legislative business awaiting the Congress
this year is the omnibus trade billnH.R. 3. Your Congressman is a member
of the House-Senate Conference Committee which continues to negotiate a final
package. The agriculture trade section of the package <of which I am the leader)
has been fairly well worked out, but Congressional leaders still debate more
contentious, and more protectionist, features of the legislation. I will
continue to sound a moderate voice for backing away from overtly protectionist
positions which only result in retaliation by our trading partners.
Congress will in all likelihood begin hearings on legislation to curb
excesses in the trading of publicly held stocks. The President's Brady
Commission has warned us of the dangers involved in computer-assisted bloc
trading of stocks and the way in which this produces quick paper profits--and
even quicker losses when unchecked. Expect action by Congress, of some sort,
to refine the way in which paper securities are traded.
Science will figure prominently in 1988 with federally-funded projects
such as the high speed particle accelerator known as the SSC, the orbital space
station, and the strategic defense initiative all clamoring for funds from
the Congress to keep them going. Decisions will need to be reached.
My own personal agenda will include renewed plans for support of business
projects in South Texas which encourage economic development through permanent
jobs and revenue. Federal funds will be scarce, but I will work to ensure
our areal s fair share. I will continue my efforts with Mexico to encourage
our trading relationship and build on the further elimination of unnecessary
quotas--as well as the removal of licensing restrictions and ownership
restrictions which prevent South Texas businesses from increased investment
in Mexico .. Mexico will remain my top priority--our lives in South Texas are
connected to the fortunes of that nation.
As always) this Congressional office is ready to assist anyone in our
area who needs a helping hand or my assistance in affairs which involve our
government and its responsibilities to the citizenry. This promise of my help
to South Texas is the rock upon which this office sits--without change.
# # #
VISITORS FROM HOME. Mr Al Cisneros of McAllen.
# # #
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